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Tiranan sydän (Heart of Tirana)

PAJTIM STATOVCI (b. 1990) moved from Kosovo to Finland with his family when he was two years old. His

debut novel, My Cat Yugoslavia, published in 2014, received widespread acclaim among critics and readers

alike, and Statovci won the helsingin sanomat literature Prize in the category ‘Best Debut’. The

awarding jury praised the still only 24-year old author’s ability to combine the dreamlike with the realistic,

and give old symbols new meaning and power. At present, Pajtim Statovci studies comparative literature at

the University of  Helsinki, and screenwriting at Aalto University School of  Arts, Design and Architecture. 

L I T E R A R Y  F I C T I O N

In the devastation of  post-Communist Albania, a place where first rulers,

then beliefs have collapsed and died, the young Bujar and his friend Agim

decide to seek out a new beginning. As they travel they carry with them the

age-old stories of  their ancestors, tales in which an Albanian’s honor can conquer the weaknesses of  humankind.

Years later a young man’s odyssey through the cities of  the world comes to an end in a cold country by the sea. Will

the man’s fragmented story finally reach closure, and can a traumatized mind ever truly find peace?

Pajtim Statovci’s second novel takes the reader to Albania, a mystical, fascinating place whose recent history is one full of  untold

personal tragedies. Heart of  Tirana is brutal and beautiful, a rich novel of  love and war, of  death and the cruelty of  living on the

outside, of  the lies that give stories their power.

Reading material: Finnish edition (271 pp).

• Shortlisted for the toisinkoinen literature Prize 2016

Pajtim Statovci

Rights sold

Finland, otava

Kissani Jugoslavia (My Cat Yugoslavia)

Yugoslavia in the 1980s: In the midst of  a country in disintegration, a young

girl is married to a boy she hardly knows. Emine does her best to be a good

wife, but life brings a series of  disappointments. When war breaks out the

young mother of  four and her husband are forced to flee to the unknown

and remote Finland. In this cold country where foreigners are supposed to

gratefully accept a place on the fringes of  society, integration fails Emine,

and her everyday life becomes increasingly bleak.

Present-day Helsinki: Bekim, Emine’s son, struggles to find a place for himself  in Finnish

society. A young immigrant and homosexual, he feels like an outsider in what should be his

own home. A longing for companionship finally spurs him to buy a boa constrictor. But it’s

the cat he meets at bar one wet evening that ends up changing his life, making him travel back

to Kosovo, and back to where it all began - for Bekim, for Emine, and for their family. 

My Cat Yugoslavia is a haunting literary work unafraid of  examining abuse, sexual orientation and immigration. A unique addition to

the literary genre, the award-winning novel possesses a driven narrative with the power to spellbind.

Reading material: Finnish (286 pp) and English edition. 

• National Bestseller

• Awarded the helsingin sanomat literature Prize 2014 for ‘Best First Novel’

• Shortlisted for the Flame Bearer Prize 2015

• Shortlisted for the Young Aleksis Prize 2015

Rights sold

Czech Republic, Argo
Denmark, People’s Press
Estonia, tänapäev
Finland, otava
France, denoël
Greece, Patakis
Hungary, Magvetö
Italian, sperling & Kupfer 
Norway, gyldendal
Sweden, Norstedts
Turkey, ithaki
UK, Pushkin Press
US, Pantheon
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Björnstad (Beartown)

FREDRIK BACKMAN (b. 1981) began his career in writing as one of  Sweden’s most popular bloggers and

columnists. He made his literary debut in 2012 with the publication of  the international phenomenon

A Man Called Ove. Wickedly funny, touching and wise, Fredrik Backman’s novels are odysseys of  the

ordinary man and woman, and stunningly moving tales of  everyday courage. To date Fredrik Backman has

written three full-length novels – all critically acclaimed No. 1 international bestsellers – and one highly

praised work of  non-fiction.

L I T E R A R Y  F I C T I O N

Winning a junior ice hockey championship might not mean a lot to the

average person, but it means everything to the residents of  Beartown, a

community slowly being eaten alive by unemployment and the surrounding

wilderness. A victory like this would draw national attention to the ailing

town: it could attract government funding and an influx of  talented athletes

who would choose Beartown over the big nearby cities. A victory like this

would certainly mean everything to Amat, a short, scrawny teenager who is treated like an

outcast everywhere but on the ice; to Kevin, a star player just on the cusp of  securing his

golden future in the NHL; and to Peter, their dedicated general manager whose own

professional hockey career ended in tragedy.

At first, it seems like the team might have a shot at fulfilling the dreams of  their entire town. But one night at a drunken celebration

following a key win, something happens between Kevin and the general manager’s daughter—and the next day everything seems to

have changed. Accusations are made and, like ripples on a pond, they travel through all of  Beartown, leaving no resident unaffected.

With so much riding on the success of  the team, the line between loyalty and betrayal becomes difficult to discern. At last, it falls to

one young man to find the courage to speak the truth that it seems no one else wants to hear.

Fredrik Backman knows that we are forever shaped by the places we call home, and in this emotionally powerful, sweetly insightful

story, he explores what can happen when we carry the heavy weight of  other people’s dreams on our shoulders.

Reading material: Swedish edition (473 pp) and full English translation.

• First print-run: 50 000 copies

Fredrik Backman

Rights sold

Canada, simon & schuster
Denmark, People’s Press
Finland, otava
Germany, Fischer
Korea, dasan
Netherlands, Q
Norway, Cappelen damm
Sweden, Piratförlaget
UK, Michael Joseph
US, Atria

“ A brilliant novel about sport, in this case ice hockey,
and what it can do to people in a small community.”

dAgeNs iNdustRi (SWEDEN)
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L I T E R A R Y  F I C T I O N

Och varje morgon blir vägen hem längre och längre (And Every Morning the Way Home Gets Longer and Longer)

From the New York Times bestselling author of  A Man Called Ove, My

Grandmother Asked Me To Tell You She’s Sorry, and Britt-Marie Was Here comes

an exquisitely moving portrait of  an elderly man’s struggle to hold on to his

most precious memories, and his family’s efforts to care for him even as

they must find a way to let go.

Grandpa and Noah are sitting on a bench in a square that keeps getting smaller every day. The square is strange but

also familiar, full of  the odds and ends that have made up their lives: Grandpa’s work desk, the stuffed dragon that Grandpa once

gave to Noah, the sweet-smelling hyacinths that Grandma loved to grow in her garden.

As they wait together on the bench, they tell jokes and discuss their shared love of  mathematics. Grandpa recalls what it was like to

fall in love with his wife, what it was like to lose her. She’s as real to him now as the first day he met her, but he dreads the day when

he won’t remember her.

Sometimes Grandpa sits on the bench next to Ted, Noah’s father—Ted who never liked math, prefers writing and playing guitar, and

has waited his entire life for his father to have time for him, to accept him. But in their love of  Noah, they have found a common

bond.

Grandpa, Grandma, Ted, and Noah all meet here, in this peculiar space that is growing dimmer and more confusing all the time. And

here is where they will learn to say goodbye, the scent of  hyacinths in the air, nothing to fear. This little book with a big message is

certain to be treasured for generations to come.

Reading material: English edition (96 pp) and Swedish manuscript.

• First publication will be done by Atria in the US, November 1st, 2016

• First print-run: 45 000 copies

• Second print-run (prior to publication): 10 000 copies

Rights sold

Canada, simon & schuster
Korea, dasan
UK, Michael Joseph
US, Atria

“ I read this beautifully imagined and moving novella in one
sitting, utterly wowed, wanting to share it with everyone I know.”

lisA geNovA

“ Fredrik Backman has a knack for weaving tales that
are believable and fanciful. Backman’s smooth story-
telling infuses his characters with charm and wit.”

st. louis Post-disPAtCh (US)
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Britt-Marie var här (Britt-Marie Was Here)

Britt-Marie can’t stand mess. She eats dinner at precisely the right time and

starts her day at six in the morning because only lunatics wake up later than

that. And she is not passive-aggressive. Not in the least. It’s just that

sometimes people interpret her helpful suggestions as criticisms, which is

certainly not her intention.

But at sixty-three, Britt-Marie has had enough. She finally walks out on her

loveless forty-year marriage and finds a job in the only place she can: Borg, a small, derelict

town devastated by the financial crisis. For the fastidious Britt-Marie, this new world of  noisy

children, muddy floors, and a roommate who is a rat (literally), is a hard adjustment.

As for the citizens of  Borg, with everything that they know crumbling around them, the only

thing that they have left to hold onto is something Britt-Marie absolutely loathes: their love of

soccer. When the village’s youth team becomes desperate for a coach, they set their sights on

her. She’s the least likely candidate, but their need is obvious and there is no one else to do it.

Thus begins a beautiful and unlikely partnership. In her new role as reluctant mentor to these

lost young boys and girls, Britt-Marie soon finds herself  becoming increasingly vital to the

community. And even more surprisingly, she is the object of  romantic desire for a friendly

and handsome local policeman named Sven. In this world of  oddballs and misfits, can Britt-

Marie finally find a place where she belongs?

Britt-Marie Was Here is a funny, poignant and uplifting story about love and second chances,

and about the unexpected friendships we make that teach us who we really are and the things

we are capable of  doing.

Reading material: Swedish (361 pp) and English edition.

• No. 1 International Bestseller 

Rights sold

Arab World, dar Altanweer
Bosnia & Herzegovina, sahinpasic
Bulgaria, Ciela
China, guomai 
Croatia, Fokus
Czech Republic, host
Denmark, People’s Press
Estonia, varrak
Finland, otava
France, Fayard
Germany, Fischer
Greece, Kedros
Hungary, Animus
Iceland, Bjartur & veröld
Israel, Yediot
Italy, Mondadori
Japan, hayakawa
Korea, dasan
Latvia, Janis Roze
Netherlands, Q
Norway, Cappelen damm
Poland, sonia draga
Romania, Art
Slovakia, ikar
Slovenia, Mladinska
Sweden, Partners in stories
Taiwan, ten Points
Thailand, Merry go Round
Ukraine, Knigolove
UK, hodder & stoughton
US, Atria
Vietnam, tre“ Insightful and touching, this is a sweet and inspiring

story about truth and transformation. Fans of
Backman’s will find another winner in these pages.” 

PuBlisheRs weeKlY (US)

“ A brilliant mix of  belly-laughs, profound insight and
captivating events delivered… with Backman’s pitch-perfect
dialogue and an unparalleled understanding of  human nature.” 

shelF AwAReNess (US)

L I T E R A R Y  F I C T I O N

FilM Rights

Sweden, tre vänner
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Min mormor hälsar och säger förlåt (My Grandmother Asked Me to Tell You She’s Sorry)

Elsa is seven years old and different. Her grandmother is seventy-seven

years old and crazy, standing-on-the-balcony-firing-paintball-guns-at-men-

who-want-to-talk-about-Jesus-crazy. She is also Elsa’s best, and only,

friend. At night Elsa takes refuge in her grandmother’s stories, in the Land

of  Almost-Awake and the Kingdom of  Miamas where everybody is

different and nobody needs to be normal.

When Elsa’s grandmother dies and leaves behind a series of  letters apologizing to people

she has wronged, Elsa’s greatest adventure begins. Her grandmother’s letters lead her to an

apartment building full of  drunks, monsters, attack dogs, and totally ordinary old crones, but

also to the truth about fairytales and kingdoms and a grandmother like no other.

My Grandmother Asked Me to Tell You She’s Sorry is a charming, comic and warmhearted story

about life and death and an ode to one of  the most important human rights: the right to be

different.

Reading material: Swedish (447 pp) and English edition.

• No. 1 International Bestseller 

• A New York Times Besteller for 25 consecutive weeks and counting

• More than 1,1 million copies sold world wide

L I T E R A R Y  F I C T I O N

Rights sold

Arab World, dar Altanweer
Bosnia & Herzegovina, sahinpasic
Bulgaria, Ciela
China, guomai
Croatia, Fokus
Czech Republic, host
Denmark, People’s Press
Estonia, varrak
Finland, otava
France, Presses de la Cité
Germany, Fischer
Greece, Kedros
Hungary, Animus
Iceland, Bjartur & veröld
Indonesia, Noura
Israel, Yediot
Italy, Mondadori
Japan, hayakawa
Korea, dasan
Latvia, Janis Roze
Netherlands, Q
Norway, Cappelen damm
Poland, sonia draga
Romania, Art
Slovakia, ikar
Slovenia, Mladinska
Spain, Mondadori
Sweden, Forum
Taiwan, ten Points
Thailand, Merry go Round
Ukraine, Knigolove
UK, hodder & stoughton
US, Atria
Vietnam, tre

“ Full of  heart, hope, forgiveness, and the embracing
of  differences, Elsa’s story is one that sticks with
you long after you’ve turned the last page.”

liBRARY JouRNAl (US)

“ There are clear themes here, nominally: the
importance of  stories; the honesty of
children; and the obtuseness of  most adults,
putting him firmly in league with the likes of
Roald dahl and Neil gaiman. A touching,
sometimes funny, often wise portrait of  grief.”

KiRKus Reviews (US)
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En man som heter Ove (A Man Called Ove)

Meet Ove. He’s a curmudgeon – the kind of  man who points at people he

dislikes as if  they were burglars caught outside his bedroom window. He

has staunch principles, strict routines, and a short fuse. People call him

“the bitter neighbor from hell.” But must Ove be bitter just because he

doesn’t walk around with a smile plastered to his face all the time?

Behind the cranky exterior there is a story and a sadness. So when one

November morning a chatty young couple with two chatty young daughters move in next

door and accidentally flatten Ove’s mailbox, it is the lead-in to a comical and heartwarming

tale of  unkempt cats, unexpected friendship, and the ancient art of  backing up a U-Haul.

All of  which will change one cranky old man and a local residents’ association to their very

foundations.

The million-copy international bestselling phenomenon, Fredrik Backman’s heartwarming

debut is a funny, moving, uplifting tale of  love and community that will leave you with a

spring in your step.

Reading material: Swedish (347 pp) and English edition.

• No. 1 International Bestseller 

• A New York Times Besteller for 40 consecutive weeks and counting

• More than 2,8 million copies sold world wide

• Turned into a major motion picture with over 1,7 million moviegoers in Sweden alone 

• The film is the most seen Swedish motion picture since 1984 and the 3rd most popular

Swedish film in cinemas ever

• The film is Sweden’s contribution to the 89th Academy Awards

L I T E R A R Y  F I C T I O N

Rights sold

Arab World, Arab scientific
Bosnia & Herzegovina, sahinpasic
Brazil, objetiva
Bulgaria, Ciela
China, Beijing Xiron
Croatia, Fokus
Czech Republic, host
Denmark, People’s Press
Estonia, tänapäev
Finland, Atena
France, Presses de la Cité
Germany, Fischer
Greece, Broken hill
Hungary, Animus
Iceland, Bjartur & veröld
Indonesia, Noura
Israel, Yediot
Italy, Mondadori
Japan, hayakawa
Korea, dasan
Latvia, Janis Roze
Lithuania, Alma littera
Netherlands, Q
Norway, Cappelen damm
Poland, Foksal
Portugal, Presença
Romania, Art
Russia, sindbad 
Serbia, laguna
Slovakia, ikar
Slovenia, Mladinska
Spain, Mondadori
Sweden, Forum
Taiwan, ten Points
Thailand, Merry go Round
Turkey, Pegasus
Ukraine, Knigolove
UK, hodder & stoughton
US, Atria
Vietnam, tre

“ It’s warm, funny, and ultimately almost unbearably moving.”
dAilY MAil (UK)

“ A charming debut /…/ You’ll laugh,
you’ll cry, you’ll feel new sympathy for
the curmudgeons in your life. You’ll
also want to move to Scandinavia,
where everything’s cuter.”

PeoPle (US)

FilM Rights

Sweden, tre vänner
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Norma (Norma)

FINNISH-ESTONIAN novelist and playwright Sofi Oksanen (b. 1977) debuted in 2003 with Stalin’s Cows,

earning her the recognition of  Northern Europe’s readers and critics. Her international breakthrough came

not long thereafter with the publication of  Purge. Translated into more than 40 languages, the novel earned

Oksanen the title of  “literary phenomenon” in American press and innumerable awards, there-among the

Nordic Council literature Prize 2010. Sofi Oksanen has with her powerfully evocative narrative

established herself  as one of  the greatest voices of  her generation.

L I T E R A R Y  F I C T I O N

When her mother suddenly dies in a suspicious accident, Norma Ross is left

with no one. The two have been constant companions throughout her life,

tied together by blood as well as a great secret. Inside of  Norma an

extraordinary magic is at work, and it has both blessed and cursed her with

supernaturally fast-growing hair, sensitive to the slightest change of  mood.

All of  her life Norma and her mother Anita have struggled to keep this

secret, and protect Norma from those who would consider her a freak. Now after Anita’s

death, photographs and videos in her home reveal that Norma’s mother knew far more about

her daughter’s affliction than she let on.

To find the answer to who is responsible for her mother’s death, Norma begins to work at

the same salon as Anita did. But just as Norma has her motives for taking the job, so do her

employer and the patriarch of  the family running the salon have theirs for bringing her into

the fold. Trapped in a net of  deceit and paranoia, Norma must fight for her freedom – and

for the truth.

Sofi Oksanen’s Norma is a dark family drama with fantastical undertones. Oksanen is

spellbinding as she elegantly weaves together the past with the present and introduces the

compelling character Norma and her world.

Reading material: Finnish edition (304 pp) and an English sample. 

• No. 1 National Bestseller

• The second most sold book in Finland of  2015

• Shortlisted for the Young Aleksis literature Prize 2016

Sofi Oksanen

Rights sold

Brazil, Record
Canada, house of  Anansi
Croatia, Fraktura
Czech Republic, euromedia
Denmark, Rosinante
Estonia, varrak
Finland, like
France, stock
Germany, Kiepenheuer & witsch
Greece, Patakis
Hungary, scolar
Iceland, Forlagi∂
Italy, Feltrinelli
Korea, Bookplaza
Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC
Lithuania, versus Aureus
Netherlands, Prometheus
Norway, oktober
Poland, Znak
Portugal, Penguin Random house
Spain, salamandra (World Spanish)

Sweden, Albert Bonniers
Turkey, dogan egmont
Ukraine, Folio
UK, Atlantic Books
US, Knopf

Sofi Oksanen is one of  the brightest shining
stars in Nordic literature. /.../ I want to
devour [Norma] whole – and at the same time
pause to make it last longer. Sofi Oksanen is
simply fantastic, and here she is at her best.”

NoRRKÖPiNgs tidNiNgAR (SWEDEN)

“
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L I T E R A R Y  F I C T I O N

JONAS KARLSSON (b. 1971) writes plays and short fiction. One of  Sweden’s most prominent actors,

Karlsson has performed on Sweden’s premier stage and in several acclaimed feature films and television

series. In 2005, Karlsson made his debut as a playwright, earning rave reviews from audience and critics

alike. Spurred by the joy of  writing for the stage, Karlsson began writing fiction. With an actor’s ear for the

silences that endow dialogue with meaning and a singular ability to register moods and emotions, Jonas

Karlsson has blossomed into a one of  Scandinavia’s finest literary authors, with two novels and three short

story collections published to date.

Jonas Karlsson

Fakturan (The Invoice)

A part-time job at a video store, the intermittent company of  a few

friends, and an unassuming daily routine that more often than not

concludes with a pizza and a movie in his one-room flat on Södermalm in

Stockholm. This is the life of  our main character and narrator - until he

receives a mysterious invoice. The invoice requires him to pay the

astronomical amount of  5.7 million kronor. This is the price he has to pay

for everything he has experienced throughout his entire life, as well as for all the happiness

he has ever known. But how could this man, a modest movie-buff  who is content with so

little and has no big dreams or prospects, have been invoiced so much? Is this all a hoax?

Minimalist, surreal and highly original, The Invoice is an absurdist literary gem that questions

what we call happiness and how it is measured. Written with charming humor and a sharp

eye for the foibles of  our age, this novel is also a moving love story that will change the way

you see your life. With The Invoice, Jonas Karlsson further cements his position as one of

Scandinavia’s finest literary authors.

Reading material: Swedish (140 pp) and English edition.

Rights sold

Arab World, dar Al Adab
Bosnia, sahinpasic
Bulgaria, era
Catalan, salamandra
Czech Republic, Zlin
Denmark, tiderne skifter
Estonia, hea lugu
France, Actes sud
Germany, luchterhand
Greece, Papadopoulos
Hungary, europa
Italy, Bompiani
Korea, Prunsoop
Macedonia, Matica
Montenegro, sahinpasic
Netherlands, Atlas Contact
Poland, Znak
Portugal, Penguin Random house
Serbia, laguna
Slovakia, ikar
Spain, salamandra (World Spanish)

Sweden, wahlström & widstrand
Taiwan, Azoth
Turkey, April
UK, hogarth
US, hogarth“
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The Invoice is a refreshingly odd book,
told in a distinctive voice with a strong
resistance to conformity at its heart.”

the iNdePeNdeNt (UK)

FilM Rights

Belgium, Panache



Rummet (The Room)

In The Room, we encounter a compulsively meticulous bureaucrat who

discovers a secret room – that no one else will acknowledge – at the

government office where he works. The narrator is a control freak with

delusions of  grandeur and an insatiable lust for power. He confronts his

colleagues in various ways, creating a position from where he can exert

insidious influence on his surroundings. A room which the man regularly

escapes to becomes a symbol of  conflict: between the man and his colleagues and between

their different perceptions of  reality. Because the room only exists in his disturbed imagination.

In The Room, Jonas Karlsson dazzles with his minimalistic and skillfully crafted story, with

evocative elements of  the surreal. A sharp depiction of  everyday life laced with bizarre

encounters and misunderstandings, The Room examines the classic theme of  appearance

versus reality.

Reading material: Swedish (124 pp) and English edition.

Rights sold

Bosnia and Herzegovina, sahinpasic
China, shanghai 99 (Simplified Chinese)

Czech Republic, Zlin
France, Actes sud
Germany, luchterhand
Korea, Prunsoop
Macedonia, Begemot
Netherlands, signatuur
Romania, RAo
Spain, salamandra (World Spanish)

Sweden, wahlström & widstrand
UK, hogarth
US, hogarth

L I T E R A R Y  F I C T I O N
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“ This debut novel by Swedish playwright and actor Karlsson is a contemporary tale
worthy of  comparison to Franz Kafka’s works, Amélie Nothomb’s Fear and Trembling,
and herman Melville’s classic Bartleby, the Scrivener, while the antics of  Bjorn’s fellow
workers recall terry gilliam’s film “Brazil”. Enjoyable reading, extremely well executed,
this fable should become mandatory reading for cubicle and office workers everywhere.”

liBRARY JouRNAl (US) *Starred Review*

“ The novel works both as a glorious satire of  the modern workplace and as a psychological
drama played through the eyes of  Bjorn, a pedantic and thoroughly unreliable narrator.
As entertaining as it is disturbing to be in his mind, I was both intrigued and entertained.”

dAilY MAil (UK)

FilM Rights

US, Anonymous Content
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EVA-MARIE LIFFNER (b. 1957) has carved out a niche of  her own in contemporary Swedish literature. In

her rich and atmospheric works, historical fiction and mystery are combined to produce writing at once

seductive and gripping. Spurred by a deep and genuine fascination for times past and antique objects with

stories to tell, Eva-Marie Liffner has a rare talent for evoking the temporal mood of  her settings. Her work

has impressed critics of  literary fiction as well as crime fiction, and she has received awards in both genres.

Eva-Marie Liffner

L I T E R A R Y  F I C T I O N

Four children and a dog are running across a wind-swept moor. It’s a peculiar

place where imagination rules supreme and all you fabricate can turn real. A

heather moor where a shy girl can transform into a duke or sailor as she wishes.

In another time the soldier Shaw is treading the whisper-thin line between life and death, lost in a war no one

understands. “The Great War” it is called by those who took part in it, as if  the sheer scope of  it has erased all others

from memory. And now the world is burning as if  it were a funeral pyre.

Imagination, cleverness and the gray keys of  forgotten languages are what open the doorways between worlds, to Wuthering Heights or

The Netherworld.

Eva-Marie Liffner’s fifth novel Adrift! is a tale of  imagination’s power to conquer what has been forgotten and what death threatens

to claim. The Brontë siblings’ fantastical world is interwoven with that of  J.R.R. Tolkien a hundred years later on. Adrift! is an accolade

to the ability literature has to erase the border between dream and wakefulness, the past and the present.

Reading material: Swedish edition (396 pp) and an English sample.

Blåst! (Adrift!)

Rights sold

Sweden, Natur & Kultur

“ Eva-Marie Liffner is a master of  weaving
together a text and controlling every thread.
The result conveys smells, flavors and
shimmering colors. It also commands total
attention from the first to the very last page.”

sveNsKA dAgBlAdet (SWEDEN)
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JAN GUILLOU (b. 1944) is arguably Sweden’s most popular author and journalist. His books have sold more

than 10 million copies in Sweden alone, and he is translated into more than 20 languages. Among Jan

Guillou’s most well-known works are the ten novels about the Swedish spy Carl Hamilton and the four

novels about the Knight Templar Arn Magnusson and his ancestors. The Great Century series is Jan

Guillou’s most ambitious project to date, an in Sweden alone 1,1 million-selling account of  the 1900s –

humanity’s greatest, cruelest and bloodiest century.

Jan Guillou

H I S T O R I C A L  F I C T I O N

Eric, member of  the third generation of  Lauritzens, grows into adulthood

during the 1950s. It’s a time when the fundaments of  the Swedish welfare state

are built, and the threat of  a nuclear war is an ever-present worry and fear. For

Eric however, his most immediate concern is the change that will shatter his

protected life in Saltsjöbaden. Out of  the great transformation, a new youth

culture is also born, where the influences are no longer European but

American. Eric too is pulled into this world fascinated by all that is new in music, fashion and

film. He not only succeeds in the feat of  smuggling the banned beverage Coca-Cola – he is also

the first in his class to wear real American jeans.

Real American Jeans is the sixth installment in The Great Century series

Reading material: Swedish edition (480 pp).

• No. 1 National Bestseller • First print-run: 110 000 copies

Äkta amerikanska jeans (Real American Jeans – The Great Century Part VI)

Rights sold

Czech Republic, host
Denmark, Modtryk
Finland, like
Germany, heyne
Netherlands, Prometheus
Norway, vigmostad & Bjørke
Poland, sonia draga
Sweden, Piratförlaget

When their father and uncle are swallowed by the North Sea, the three

brothers Lauritz, Oscar and Sverre are forced to leave the small coastal

community and make their living in town. They become apprentices of  a local

rope maker. In a serendipitous turn of  events, the boys’ impressive artisanal

talents attract the attention of  a local benefactor – under the auspices of

whom the boys are to be educated as bridge and railway builders at the

University of  Dresden. The three brothers are meant to return to Norway with their engineering

degrees. But love turns everything upside down.

Bridge Builders is a transcontinental and transtemporal tale of  brotherhood, love and vocation –

from the harsh blizzards of  western Norway, to the sweltering heat and insidious epidemics of

German East Africa. 

Reading material: Swedish (595 pp) and German edition and an English sample.

• No. 1 International Bestseller • More than 360 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

Brobyggarna (Bridge Builders – The Great Century Part I)

Rights sold

Brazil, Bertrand
Croatia, Znanje
Czech Republic, host
Denmark, Modtryk
Finland, like
France, Actes sud
Germany, heyne
Italy, Corbaccio
Netherlands, Prometheus
Norway, vigmostad & Bjørke
Poland, sonia draga
Spain, Planeta (World Spanish)

Sweden, Piratförlaget

THE  GREAT  C ENTURY  S ER I E S

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6

A rustically entertaining page-turner.”
PolitiKeN (DENMARK)“



Anders Rydell

N O N - F I C T I O N

ANDERS RYDELL (b. 1982) is an established journalist, editor and author of  nonfiction. As the Head of

Culture at a major Swedish media group, Rydell directs the coverage of  arts and culture in 14 national

newspapers. In his authorial career he has published several books, thereamong the acclaimed nonfiction

works The Looters and The Book Thieves. The novels constitute two thirds of  a planned trilogy on the theme

of  cultural plunder during World War II, but can also be read as stand-alone works.

The Book Thieves consolidates Rydell’s position as an authority on the fate art and

literature suffered during and after WWII. The book is the dramatic and brutal

story of  how the Nazis stole millions of  books from private collections and

looted thousands of  libraries in the occupied countries. It is also the heart-

wrenching story of  how a people was deprived not only of  its freedom, but its

emotional and intellectual heritage. And how that priceless literary treasure was

turned on them and used as a tool of  their destruction.

Anders Rydell’s engaging narrative takes us on a journey through the continent as he digs deep

into the libraries of  Berlin and Paris, wanders the streets of  what once was the lost civilization of

Thessaloniki, and searches for the mysteriously disappeared ancient tomes of  Rome’s Jewish

library. In the book we also follow Rydell on a dramatic voyage as he is entrusted with an invaluable little tome: the only remaining

possession of  one of  those lost to the Holocaust. As the highly personal nature of  the sin committed by the Nazis suddenly becomes

achingly clear, The Book Thieves is transformed into a documentary of  a hitherto unseen aspect of  the war, and a moving tale of  a

family whose past has finally been reclaimed.

Reading material: Swedish (368 pp) and English edition.

Rights sold

Brazil, Planeta
Czech Republic, Zlin
Denmark, information
Finland, gummerus
Italy, Centauria
Lithuania, versus Aureus
Netherlands, Atlas Contact
Norway, Mime
Sweden, Norstedts
US, viking (World English)

Boktjuvarna (The Book Thieves)

Mere days after the surrender of  Nazi Germany, an incredible discovery is

made. Deep inside the Altaussee salt mine in the Austrian Alps, allied troops

uncover one of  the greatest art collections ever found. The discovery exposes

the largest art heist in history. Between 1933 and 1945, on direct orders from

Hitler, the Nazis stole literally millions of  antiquities and works of  art. 

The Looters seeks the roots of  the Nazis’ obsession with culture, and how art was

at the very heart of  politics in the Third Reich. It also follows the dramatic restitution processes

in Europe, Russia, and the US. It is a book about the descendants’ moral right to their past, about

art valued at hundreds of  millions of  dollars, and American lawyers making big money.

Reading material: Swedish (358 pp) and German edition and an English sample.

• Shortlisted for the August Prize 2014

• 25 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

Rights sold

Bulgaria, iztok-Zapad
Czech Republic, euromedia
Estonia, hea lugu
Germany, Campus
Hungary, Alexandra
Lithuania, versus Aureus
Netherlands, Atlas Contact
Norway, Mime
Poland, Albatros
Russia, Ast
Sweden, ordfront

Plundrarna (The Looters)
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Anders Rydell has written an as harrowing as it is riveting book about the Nazis’ plunder of
Europe’s libraries, a large-scale attack on its cultural heritage. /…/ One can only praise the
expert work Rydell has done, resulting in a book that can be read as an educative thriller.”

BoRås tidNiNg (SWEDEN)“



C R I M E  F I C T I O N

Fun and utterly captivating, The Helicopter Heist is the page-

turning inside account of  how four young men from the

Swedish suburbs, each of  a different nationality, pulled off  “one

of  the most spectacular heists of  all time” (TIME Magazine). 

Until now, the four robbers have never spoken publicly about

what went down before and during the audacious raid in which

all emerged unscathed. 

Through meticulous research and countless interviews with the four men, Jonas

Bonnier has crafted a wildly entertaining roller-coaster ride of  a novel, based on

the true events of  September 2009’s spectacular heist that stunned the police and

turned four gangsters into heroes.

Reading material: Swedish manuscript (400 pp) and full English translation.

• Publication date: June, 2017

• Film rights sold to Netflix with Jake gyllenhaal attached to produce and star

Rights sold

Bosnia & Herzegovina, Buybook
Canada, simon & schuster
Croatia, Algoritam
Czech Republic, Zlin
Denmark, gyldendal
Estonia, helios
Finland, tammi
Germany, Piper
Latvia, lasitava
Netherlands, house of  Books
Norway, Aschehoug
Poland, Znak
Serbia, vulkan
Spain, Penguin Random house (World Spanish)

Sweden, Albert Bonniers
UK, Bonniers 

Helikopterrånet (The Helicopter Heist)
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Selected by            Magazine as one of  the 
Top 10 Most Spectacular Heists of All Time

“It was a heist right out of  the movies: Thieves lowering from a helicopter, a huge lump of
cash and an audacious twist in the plot that any crime writer would be proud of.”

CBs (USA)

“It was a heist that would have caught the imagination of  any Hollywood producer. 
But not even Danny Ocean - despite having three george Clooney

films to play with - thought of  using a helicopter.”
the tiMes (UK)

Jonas Bonnier
JONAS BONNIER (b. 1963) is a novelist, screenwriter and journalist. He was the CEO & President of  the

Bonnier Group from 2008 until 2014. 

Jonas Bonnier lives with his wife and two children in Miami.

FilM Rights

US, Netflix/Nine stories

June 
2017
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C R I M E  F I C T I O N

At a hospital in Oslo, Superintendent Fredrik Beier is slowly regaining

consciousness. Painkillers and alcohol, or so the doctor tells him. The

recipe of  a suicide attempt. But Fredrik himself  can’t seem to recall any

of  it.

A widow has gone missing, and in her home the police find the body of

a recently deceased man. The remains are identified as belonging to

someone declared dead over twenty years ago. Meanwhile, the sewer rats in eastern Oslo

are feasting on a second body. A tragic past connects the two, forged during the days

following the fall of  the Soviet Union and an operation that ended in catastrophe. Now, a

forgotten weapon has been brought back to life, and fallen into the hands of  an avenger

with nothing left to live for.

Ingar Johnsrud’s As We Fall is a thriller that slips into the deepest crannies of  the human

soul only to then infiltrate the headquarters of  this world’s major powers. As We Fall is the

second harrowing installment in the series about Fredrik Beier and Kafa Iqbal.

Reading material: Norwegian edition (480 pp).

• National Bestseller

Rights sold

Bulgaria, Colibri
Czech Republic, host
Denmark, gyldendal
Estonia, varrak
Finland, like
France, Robert laffont
Germany, Blanvalet
Greece, Patakis
Hungary, general Press
Iceland, draumsýn
Italy, einaudi
Lithuania, Alma littera
Netherlands, Meulenhoff  Boekerij
Norway, Aschehoug
Poland, otwarte
Russia, Ast
Slovakia, Premedia
Spain, salamandra (World Spanish)

Sweden, Albert Bonniers
Turkey, ithaki

Kalypso (As We Fall)

“ Forget all the usual talk about “the difficult second book.”
Ingar Johnsrud continues to deliver crime fiction at absolute
international top level. /…/ Johnsrud showcases a literary
talent of  the highest order – he’s smart, precise and varied in
his language. Add to this a storyline that gives new meaning to
the clichéd expression “unputdownable,” and the conclusion
is a given: it’s an obvious six stars also this time around.”

veRdeNs gANg (NORWAY)

Ingar Johnsrud
INGAR JOHNSRUD (b. 1974) made his literary debut in 2015 with the thriller Those Who Follow, the first

installment in a planned trilogy. He has received massive attention for his sharp eye for detail, rich and

innovative plotting, and confident prose. Praised by critics as a writer who will keep readers on the edge of

their seats, Johnsrud has positioned himself  as one of  the rising stars on the Scandinavian crime fiction

scene. Ingar Johnsrud lives with his wife and three children in Oslo.
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C R I M E  F I C T I O N

What starts off  as a simple case of  a missing person soon turns into a

hunt for a brutal killer in a drama involving the members of  a doomsday

cult and monstrous experiments in racial purity dating all the way back to

World War II. However, the tie to the past is yet to be uncovered when

Superintendent Fredrik Beier is called to the scene of  a mass murder on

the outskirts of  Oslo. The victims belonged to the isolationist doomsday

cult “The Light of  God”. Initially, everything seems to point to a religious vendetta, but

Fredrik and his new partner Kafa Iqbal are sceptical and soon another line of  inquiry

emerges. Fredrik suddenly finds himself  in the middle of  a murder case, hunting not only

for a faceless killer, but also for answers as to what lies hidden in the sect leaders’

mysterious pasts. 

Ingar Johnsrud’s debut novel, Those Who Follow, heralds the arrival of  a bold and imaginative

new voice in Scandinavian crime fiction. Johnsrud demonstrates his skills as a masterful

storyteller in this intricately woven and action-packed thriller. Those Who Follow is the first

installment in the series following Fredrik Beier and Kafa Iqbal.

Reading material: Norwegian edition (444 pp) and full English translation.

• No. 1 National Bestseller

• Shortlisted for the Maurits hansen Award 2016

Rights sold

Bulgaria, Colibri
Czech Republic, host
Denmark, gyldendal
Estonia, varrak
Finland, like
France, Robert laffont
Germany, Blanvalet
Greece, Patakis
Hungary, general Press
Iceland, draumsýn
Italy, einaudi
Lithuania, Alma littera
Netherlands, Meulenhoff  Boekerij
Norway, Aschehoug
Poland, otwarte
Russia, Ast
Slovakia, Premedia
Spain, salamandra (World Spanish)

Sweden, Albert Bonniers
Turkey, ithaki

Wienerbrorskapet (Those Who Follow)

“ It is, quite simply, impressive! Ingar Johnsrud
manages to bring life and excitement to what is a well
tried genre. The highly ambitious plot, diverse gallery
of  characters and several leaps in time are steered
safely into harbour with a steady hand, and not a
single dull moment along the way. Full of  suspense,
yet familiar and solid in terms of  literary quality.”

veRdeNs gANg (NORWAY)

“ Johnsrud’s characters are credible and complex, the
dialogues smart, the pace high, and the plot is
effective and chilling. Those Who Follow is a blast.

BeRliNgsKe (DENMARK)



C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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Joona Linna has spent two years in a high security prison when he is taken

off  to attend a secret meeting. The police need his help to stop a

mysterious killer who goes by the name of  the Rabbit Hunter. The only

connection between the victims is that they all hear a child chanting a

rhyme about rabbits before the killer strikes. A quirk of  fate unexpectedly

places celebrity chef  Rex Müller at the centre of  events. He is about to

look after his son Sammy for the first time. But instead of  three relaxing weeks, he finds

himself  in a terrifying fight for survival. Joona Linna and Saga Bauer are forced to work

together in secret to put a stop to the Rabbit Hunter before it’s too late.

You never know what fate has in store for you, or what might catch up with you if  you don’t

start running right now.

Thriller maestro Lars Kepler is back with a new page-turner about Detective Inspector

Joona Linna.

Reading material: Swedish edition (572 pp).

• Publication date: October 24th, 2016

• First print-run: 200 000 copies

Rights sold

Canada, McClelland & stewart
Croatia, Fraktura
Czech Republic, host
Denmark, gyldendal
Estonia, Pegasus
Finland, tammi
France, Actes sud
Germany, lübbe
Iceland, Forlagi∂
Italy, longanesi
Korea, Bookplaza
Latvia, Mansards
Lithuania, Media incognito
Netherlands, Cargo
Norway, Cappelen damm
Poland, dolnoslaskie
Portugal, Porto
Russia, Corpus
Slovakia, ikar
Sweden, Albert Bonniers
UK, harperCollins
US, Knopf

Kaninjägaren (The Rabbit Hunter)

Lars Kepler
LARS KEPLER is the pseudonym of  critically acclaimed husband and wife team

Alexandra Coelho Ahndoril (b. 1966) and Alexander Ahndoril (b. 1967), authors of

the No. 1 internationally bestselling Joona Linna series. With five installments to date,

the series has sold eight million copies in 40 languages. The Ahndorils were both

established writers before they adopted the pen name Lars Kepler, and have each

published several acclaimed novels. 

Lars Kepler is the most successful author – in any category – in Sweden. 

Far more energetic than henning
Mankell, as socially involved as stieg
larsson but a better writer, Kepler matches
the great Jo Nesbø for gothic excitement.”

the AustRAliAN (AUSTRALIA)
“

T H E  J O O NA  L I N NA  S E R I E S

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6

FilM Rights

US, Anonymous Content



The Stockholm Police are sent a video of  a woman being candidly filmed

through her window. They conclude that in order to make the film, its

creator must have been standing in the garden just outside. The next day

the woman is found dead in her home, and the viciousness of  her killing

shocks even the most seasoned of  the investigators called to the scene.

A few days later, another clip is sent to the police. There is no way of

identifying the woman before she, too, falls victim to a brutal attack. When the woman’s

husband finds her, he is so traumatized that, in a state of  panic, he starts scrubbing away

the evidence of  the violence that has invaded his home. Even washing the blood from his

wife’s body, he quietly puts her to bed, as if  she were only sleeping. Chance is he has seen

a clue vital to finding the killer, but the extreme shock has triggered a short-term memory

loss and the police are unable to fully question him.

Criminal psychiatrist and hypnotist Erik Maria Bark is called in to hypnotize the husband,

hoping to unlock his memories of  the murder scene. But what Dr Bark uncovers in his

sessions has him deciding to hide the truth from the police.

It grows increasingly clear that the case cannot be solved without the help of  Detective Inspector

Joona Linna, the man who has been missing for more than a year and is presumed dead.

Reading material: Swedish (602 pp) and English edition.

• No. 1 International Bestseller

• The most sold book in Sweden of  2014

Rights sold

Canada, McClelland & stewart
Catalonia, Ara
Croatia, Fraktura
Czech Republic, host
Denmark, gyldendal
Estonia, Pegasus
Finland, tammi
France, Actes sud
Germany, lübbe
Greece, Patakis
Iceland, Forlagi∂
Italy, longanesi
Korea, Bookplaza
Latvia, Mansards
Lithuania, Media incognito
Netherlands, Cargo
Norway, Cappelen damm
Poland, Czarne
Portugal, Porto
Russia, Corpus
Slovakia, ikar
Spain, Planeta
Sweden, Albert Bonniers
UK, harperCollins
US, Knopf

Stalker (Stalker)

C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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The story is so incredibly dark and the reader
will be caught between wanting to turn the
page to read on and being too scared to do so.” 

the suN (UK)“

Stalker is terrifying yet hugely enjoyable
to read but be warned, it may take you
a while to sleep after you finish it.”

dAilY eXPRess (UK)“
FilM Rights

US, Anonymous Content



During a cold winter night in Stockholm a man is found walking alongside

a railway bridge, suffering from hypothermia and legionnaires’ disease.

After he’s rushed to the hospital, it’s discovered that according to records

the man has been dead for over seven years. He is believed to be a victim

of  notorious serial killer Jurek Walter, arrested years ago by Detective

Inspector Joona Linna and sentenced to a life of  total isolation in forensic

psychiatric care. As Joona Linna investigates where the “dead man” has been all these years,

some unexpected evidence leads to the reopening of  a cold case. Danger is imminent, and

someone needs to get under the skin and inside the mind of  the serial killer – fast – before

they run out of  time.

Reading material: Swedish (517 pp) and English edition.

• No. 1 International Bestseller

• Went straight to No. 1 in nine countries upon publication

• The most sold crime novel in Sweden of  2012

• Selected by the Evening Standard as ‘One of  the best novels of  2014’

• Shortlisted for the swedish Academy of  Crime writers’ Award 2012

for ‘Best Swedish Crime Novel 2012’

Rights sold

Canada, McClelland & stewart
Catalonia, Ara
Croatia, Fraktura
Czech Republic, host
Denmark, gyldendal
Estonia, Pegasus
Finland, tammi
France, Actes sud
Germany, lübbe
Greece, Patakis
Hungary, Cartaphilus
Iceland, Forlagi∂
Israel, Modan
Italy, longanesi
Korea, woongjin thinkbig
Latvia, Mansards
Lithuania, Media incognito
Netherlands, Cargo
Norway, Cappelen damm
Poland, Czarne
Portugal, Porto
Russia, Corpus
Slovakia, ikar
Spain, Planeta
Sweden, Albert Bonniers
UK, harperCollins
US, Knopf

Sandmannen (The Sandman)

C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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Kepler’s plots are always thrilling, but The Sandman is one
of  the most hair-raising crime novels published this year” 

the suNdAY tiMes (UK)“

The Sandman was so frightening it
nearly gave me a nervous breakdown.”

eveNiNg stANdARd (UK)“ FilM Rights

US, Anonymous Content



Flora Hansen makes her living masquerading as a medium. Yet when a

young woman is brutally murdered at a rural home for wayward girls, she

begins to suffer visions that are all too real. She calls the police, claiming

to have seen a ghost, but Detective Inspector Joona Linna is the only one

who listens. The case seems obvious to everyone: Another girl fled the

home on the night of  the killing and left behind a bloody hammer under

her pillow. But Hansen insists that the murder weapon was, in fact, a stone. Linna refuses

to accept the easy answers, and his search leads him into darker, more violent territory –

and to a shocking confrontation with a figure from his past.

Reading material: Swedish (561 pp) and English edition.

• No. 1 International Bestseller

• The most sold crime novel in Sweden of  2011

• Shortlisted for the swedish Academy of  Crime writers’ Award 2011

for ‘Best Swedish Crime Novel 2011’

Rights sold

Brazil, intrinseca
Bulgaria, enthusiast
Canada, McClelland & stewart
Catalonia, Ara
Croatia, Fraktura
Czech Republic, host
Denmark, gyldendal
Estonia, Pegasus
Finland, tammi
France, Actes sud
Germany, lübbe
Greece, Patakis
Hungary, Cartaphilus
Iceland, Forlagi∂
Israel, Modan
Italy, longanesi
Japan, hayakawa
Latvia, Mansards
Lithuania, Media incognito
Macedonia, Matica
Netherlands, Cargo
Norway, Cappelen damm
Poland, Czarne
Portugal, Porto
Russia, Corpus
Serbia, vulkan
Slovakia, ikar
Spain, Planeta
Sweden, Albert Bonniers
Turkey, Pegasus
UK, harperCollins
US, Knopf

Eldvittnet (The Fire Witness)

C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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The Fire Witness is intelligently
plotted and much better written
than most thrillers in this genre. It
rattles along at a terrific pace for
500 pages, never letting up for a
moment… Scandi noir at its best.”

eveNiNg stANdARd (UK)

“

A rich, nuanced tale, ideal for beach reading, just as
long as the beach doesn’t harbor too many shadows”

KiRKus (US)“

FilM Rights

US, Anonymous Content



On a summer night, police recover the body of  a young woman from an

abandoned pleasure boat drifting around the Stockholm archipelago. Her

lungs are filled with brackish water, and the forensics team is sure that she

drowned. Why, then, is the pleasure boat still afloat, and why are there no

traces of  water on her clothes or body? The next day, a man turns up dead

in his state apartment in Stockholm, hanging from a lamp hook in the

ceiling. All signs point to suicide, but the room has a high ceiling, and there’s not a single

piece of  furniture around – nothing to climb on. Joona Linna begins to piece together the

two mysteries, but the logistics are a mere prelude to a dizzying and dangerous course of

events. 

At its core, the most frightening aspect of  The Nightmare isn’t its gruesome crimes – it’s the

dark psychology of  its characters, who show us how blind we are to our own motives.

Reading material: Swedish (561 pp) and English edition.

• No. 1 International Bestseller

• Shortlisted for the swedish Academy of  Crime writers’ Award 2010

for ‘Best Swedish Crime Novel 2010’

Rights sold

Bangladesh, Kaloharaph
Brazil, intrinseca
Bulgaria, enthusiast
Canada, McClelland & stewart
Catalonia, Ara
Croatia, Fraktura
Czech Republic, host
Denmark, gyldendal
Estonia, Pegasus
Finland, tammi
France, Actes sud
Germany, lübbe
Greece, Patakis
Hungary, Cartaphilus
Iceland, Forlagi∂
Israel, Modan
Italy, longanesi
Japan, hayakawa
Latvia, Mansards
Lithuania, Media incognito
Macedonia, Matica
Netherlands, Cargo
Norway, Cappelen damm
Poland, Czarne
Portugal, Porto
Russia, Corpus
Slovakia, ikar
Spain, Planeta
Sweden, Albert Bonniers
Turkey, Pegasus
UK, harperCollins
US, Knopf

Paganinikontraktet (The Nightmare)

C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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Action-oriented, inventive, with over-the-top plots and larger-than-
life heroes and criminals… Even stronger than The Hypnotist.”

los ANgeles tiMes (US)“

Kepler’s ability to inhabit the workings
of  psychotic psyches is authentically
shocking. larsson is destined to have
many heirs… Kepler is by far the best.”

tiMe (US)
“

FilM Rights

US, Anonymous Content



In the frigid clime of  Tumba, Sweden, a gruesome triple homicide attracts

the interest of  Detective Inspector Joona Linna, who demands to

investigate the murders. The killer is still at large, and there’s only one

surviving witness – the boy whose family was killed before his eyes.

Whoever committed the crimes wanted this boy to die: he’s suffered more

than one hundred knife wounds and lapsed into a state of  shock.

Desperate for information, Linna sees only one option: hypnotism. He enlists Dr. Erik

Maria Bark to mesmerize the boy, hoping to discover the killer through his eyes.

It’s the sort of  work that Bark has sworn he would never do again – ethically dubious and

psychically scarring. When he breaks his promise and hypnotizes the victim, a long and

terrifying chain of  events begins to unfurl.

The No. 1 international bestselling phenomenon, The Hypnotist combines the addictive

power of  The Girl With The Dragon Tattoo with the storytelling drive of  The Silence of  the

Lambs, this adrenaline-drenched tour de force is spellbinding from its very first page.

Reading material: Swedish (571 pp) and English edition.

• No. 1 International Bestseller

• One of  TIME Magazine’s ‘Top 10 Fiction Books of  2011’

• One of  the Wall Street Journal’s ‘Top 10 Mysteries of  2011’

Rights sold

Bangladesh, Kaloharaph
Bulgaria, enthusiast
Canada, McClelland & stewart
Catalonia, Ara
China, Beijing Fonghong Media
Croatia, Fraktura
Czech Republic, host
Denmark, gyldendal
Estonia, Pegasus
Finland, tammi
France, Actes sud
Germany, lübbe
Greece, Patakis
Hungary, Cartaphilus
Iceland, Forlagi∂
Indonesia, indraprasta
Israel, Modan
Italy, longanesi
Japan, hayakawa
Latvia, Mansards
Lithuania, Media incognito
Macedonia, Matica
Netherlands, Cargo
Norway, Cappelen damm
Poland, dolnoslaskie
Portugal, Porto
Russia, Corpus
Slovakia, ikar
Spain, Planeta
Sweden, Albert Bonniers
Turkey, Pegasus
UK, harperCollins
US, Knopf

Hypnotisören (The Hypnotist)

C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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Ferocious, visceral storytelling that wraps you in a cloak of  darkness that
almost blots out the light, but still feeds the imagination. It’s stunning.” 

dAilY MAil (UK)“

All the hallmarks of  a classic . . . Tense,
clever and multilayered . . . This is crime
writing at its most devilishly involving.”

MARie ClAiRe (UK)“
FilM Rights

US, Anonymous Content



Emelie Jansson: a newly minted lawyer at a polished law firm. Teddy: an ex-

con trying to stay on the right side of  the law as he goes about his job as the

firm’s fixer and special investigator. In Stockholm Delete the two are entangled

in a snarly web with deep connections to Stockholm’s many worlds, where

history is never a thing of  the past, and always ready to threaten those who

lived it.

When an alarm is triggered, a security guard is called to a house out on Värmdö, an island in

Stockholm’s archipelago. What awaits him isn’t a regular break-in, but an unidentifiable body:

someone has been slaughtered in the house. A severely wounded young man is discovered

near the crime scene. He is arrested on suspicion of  having committed the murder. Emelie

secretly takes on the task of  acting as his defence lawyer, despite her  employer’s disapproval.

Who is the murder victim? And why do all the trails lead to Mats Emanuelsson, the man

Teddy once kidnapped? As Emilie begins to covertly investigate the case, Teddy is forced to

confront his past, and all the while his wayward nephew Nikola is about to make the very same

mistakes he once did. Soon the three have been caught up in a high stakes game promising

dire consequences for them all.

Stockholm Delete is the story of  people trying to erase their past, and who are willing to do

anything to shed their old selves. It tells of  a capricious world that will obliterate some, and

grant others incredible opportunities. This is Jens Lapidus at his explosive best.

Reading material: Swedish edition (484 pp) and full English translation.

• International Bestseller 

• More than 220 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

• Shortlisted for the swedish Academy of  Crime writers’ Award 2015 for ‘Best Crime Novel’

Rights sold

Bosnia & Herzegovina, sahinpasic
Croatia, vBZ
Czech Republic, Zlin
Denmark, Modtryk
Estonia, varrak
Finland, like
Germany, Btb
Greece, Metaichmio
Hungary, Animus
Lithuania, Media incognito
Montenegro, sahinpasic
Netherlands, Bruna
Norway, Cappelen damm
Poland, Marginesy
Portugal, Penguin Random house
Romania, trei
Russia, Ast
Sweden, wahlström & widstrand
UK, Corvus
US, vintage

STHLM Delete (Stockholm Delete)

“ Anything Jens Lapidus writes is a must-read for me. His writing crackles with a
profound understanding of  not simply why bad people do bad things, but how.” 

RYAN gAttis

C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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Jens Lapidus
JENS LAPIDUS (b. 1974) is the author of  three of  the best selling Swedish novels this past decade: Easy

Money, Never Fuck Up and Life Deluxe. Through his work as a lawyer, Jens Lapidus has access to a world few

of  us ever get more than a glimpse of. Lapidus represents some of  the most notorious criminals in Sweden,

and is extremely well-informed about the Stockholm underworld; he uses this insight to infuse his crime

novels with authenticity. Displaying an unrivalled sense for the linguistic markers that differentiate people

within a society, Lapidus employs contemporary slang in abundance, adding flavour and colour to his

narratives along with a pace that is driven by short, staccato sentences.

FilM Rights

Sweden, Filmlance



This crime fiction debut is skillfully choreographed and gripping
beyond belief  /…/ Engberg’s debut is successful for several
reasons. The genre’s “mandatory” clichés have been suppressed, the
plot is skillfully choreographed, and the clues given to the reader are
original. /…/ The whole thing is simply inconceivably thrilling.”

FYeNs stiFtstideNde (DENMARK)

“

A young woman is discovered brutally murdered in her home, a pattern

carved into her face. Police Sergeants Jeppe Kørner and Anette Werner of

the Copenhagen Police are assigned to the case. A link is quickly established

between the murder victim – Julie Stender – and her landlady, Esther de

Laurenti. Seeing in Julie a shade of  her own carefully hidden past, the older

woman has used Julie as a character in her still unfinished mystery novel.

Something that resulted in the young woman’s death both on and off  paper. But when the

evidence points to Esther being the focus of  a game of  vengeance rather than their killer, Police Sergeants Jeppe and Anette must

go back into the two womens’ pasts to uncover the secret that made them targets of  not only a killer bent on revenge, but the

puppetmaster who has been pulling his strings all along.

Katrine Engberg’s debut novel The Courser is a finely wrought work of  chilling suspense, full of  sinister twists and sensitively portrayed

human fates. The novel is the first in a trilogy featuring the Police Sergeants Jeppe Kørner and Anette Werner. 

Reading material: Danish edition (368 pp) and an English sample.

• National Bestseller 

• Shortlisted for the BogForum debutant Prize 2016

Rights sold

Czech Republic, Motto
Denmark, lindhardt og Ringhof
Germany, diogenes
Lithuania, Baltos lankos
Russia, Ast
Turkey, ithaki

Krokodillevogteren (The Courser)

C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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Katrine Engberg
KATRINE ENGBERG (b. 1975) had already attained the status of  acclaimed dancer and choreographer

when she made her writer’s debut as a non-fiction author in 2006. Engberg has continued to contribute

to the Arts since, both as a director and a choreographer, working within television and theatre. Her

authorship has likewise blossomed into one full of  sensitive portrayals and ingeniously intertwined plot

threads. The Courser is Katrine Engberg’s first crime fiction novel, and the start of  a new series hailed for

its artful originality and beautiful prose.



Single mother Sofie Lund is ready for a new start when she moves into the

house her grandfather left her. In the basement of  her new home she finds

an old safe bolted to the floor, and its contents give her reason to believe

that the smuggling rumours surrounding her grandfather were indeed true.

But in the safe is also something more sinister – a gun. Sofie’s new friend

Line Wisting, daughter of  police inspector William Wisting, convinces her

to hand over the gun to the police. Like ripples on a pond, the appearance of  the gun gives

new momentum to an ongoing murder investigation led by William Wisting. At the same time,

it stirs doubts about the conclusions drawn in another case set to enter court shortly. Despite

opposition from his colleagues, Wisting decides to revisit the investigation. Drawing on every

bit of  expertise and an insistent gut feeling, Wisting prepares to pull apart a case already

considered closed; something he’ll have to do in order to find the true killer.

Reading material: Norwegian edition (384 pp) and English edition.

• No. 1 National Bestseller • More than 100 000 copies sold in Norway alone

Rights sold

Denmark, Punktum
Finland, otava
France, gallimard
Germany, droemer Knaur
Greece, dioptra
Iceland, draumsýn
Norway, gyldendal
Poland, smak słowa
Russia, Ast
Slovakia, Premedia
Spain, Penguin Random house
Sweden, lind
UK, sandstone (World English)

Blindgang (Ordeal – Wisting Quartet Part IV)

Death has come to William Wisting’s neighborhood. Three doors down

from the police investigator’s home, a man has been found dead in front of

his TV, left sitting there for four months. While the police can find no

evidence of  violence, Viggo Hansen’s passing is disquieting in other ways. A

man nobody ever noticed, Viggo remains anonymous even in death as the

media find other, more eye-catching stories. But one journalist is unable to

let go of  the case: Line, William Wisting’s daughter. She decides to find out who this

nondescript man really was. Whereas Line’s research has her digging deep into the past,

William Wisting is fully engaged in the present as the body of  a man is found in the forest.

The man seems to have lain in the glade for quite some time. An unusual find on the deceased

sets off  one of  the most extensive manhunts in Norwegian police history. The only thing that

could stop the police in their tracks is if  the media finds out what’s brewing.

Reading material: Norwegian (351 pp) and English edition.

• No. 1 National Bestseller 

• More than 150 000 copies sold in Norway alone

• Awarded the Petrona Award 2016 for ‘Best Scandinavian Crime Novel of  the Year’

• Shortlisted for the Booksellers’ Prize 2013 for ‘Best Novel of  the Year’

Rights sold

Czech Republic, Zlin
Denmark, Punktum
Estonia, eesti Raamat
Finland, otava
France, gallimard
Germany, droemer Knaur
Greece, dioptra
Iceland, draumsýn
Norway, gyldendal
Poland, smak slowa
Russia, Ast
Slovakia, Premedia
Spain, Penguin Random house
Sweden, lind
UK, sandstone (World English)

Hulemannen (The Caveman – Wisting Quartet Part III)

C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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Jørn Lier Horst
JØRN LIER HORST (b. 1970) has with his award-winning crime fiction novels about police inspector William

Wisting joined the elite of  Nordic crime fiction writers. Having worked as a police officer and Head of

Investigations before becoming a full-time author, Horst brings a unique brand of  suspense and realism to

the table, distinguishing himself  as an expert observer of  human interaction. With his books selling over a

million copies in his home country alone, Horst has established himself  as one of  the most addictive voices

to come out of  Scandinavia. Horst’s Wisting Quartet has received such prestigious awards as the Booksellers’

Prize, the Riverton Prize, the glass Key, and the swedish Academy of  Crime writers’ Award.

FilM Rights

Denmark, good Company Films

FilM Rights

Denmark, good Company Films
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William Wisting is suspended from duty

pending the outcome of  an investigation

into his alleged planting of  evidence. He led

the investigation of  one of  the nation’s

most widely publicized criminal cases, when

the young Cecilia Linde was killed.

Now, 17 years later, it has been uncovered that the evidence

that convicted the killer had been planted. The media hounds

smell blood. William Wisting has spent his whole career

hunting down criminals, but this time it is he who is the

victim, and he must work alone and undercover in order to

reveal who construed the false evidence and what really

happened back then. He is assisted by his journalist daughter

Line, but he also gets help from unexpected quarters. Then

the disappearance of  another young woman triggers a nerve-racking race.

Reading material: Norwegian (361 pp) and English edition.

• No. 1 National Bestseller

• More than 160 000 copies sold in Norway alone

• Awarded the glass Key 2013 for ‘Best Scandinavian Crime Novel’ 

• Awarded the swedish Academy of  Crime writers’ Award 2014 for ‘Best Foreign Crime Novel’ 

• Awarded the Riverton Prize 2012 for ‘Best Norwegian Crime Novel’

Rights sold

Bulgaria, izida
Czech Republic, Zlin
Denmark, Punktum
Estonia, eesti Raamat
Finland, sitruuna
France, gallimard
Germany, grafit
Greece, dioptra
Iceland, draumsýn
Italy, Rizzoli
Japan, hayakawa
Korea, Munhakdongne

Lithuania, Baltos lankos
Macedonia, Begemot
Netherlands, Bruna
Norway, gyldendal
Poland, smak slowa
Portugal, dom Quixote
Romania, trei
Russia, Ast
Serbia, laguna
Slovakia, Premedia
Spain, Penguin Random house
Sweden, lind
UK, sandstone (World English)

Jakthundene (The Hunting Dogs – Wisting Quartet Part II)

Autumn fog covers the coastal landscape

like a blanket and the cabins gaze with blind

windows towards the leaden sea. Ove

Bakkerud intends to spend a last, quiet

weekend at his summer cottage before

closing the place up for winter. But when he

arrives he finds the place a shambles, rummaged by burglars.

And in the neighbouring cottage: a man who has been

mangled to death.

Detective chief  inspector William Wisting has seen grotesque

killings before. But the desperation he witnesses in Stavern

this autumn is new to him. As if  someone has everything to

win and hardly anything to lose. Therefore he is not very

pleased when his daughter Line settles down in a cabin out at the mouth of  the fjord. His concern increases as they come across more

badly mutilated corpses in the skerries. And dead sparrows start falling out of  the sky.

Reading material: Norwegian (328 pp) and English edition.

• No. 1 National Bestseller • More than 140 000 copies sold in Norway alone

• Awarded the Booksellers’ Prize 2011 for ‘Best Novel of  the Year’

Rights sold

Czech Republic, Jota
Denmark, Punktum
Finland, sitruuna
France, gallimard
Germany, grafit
Greece, dioptra
Iceland, draumsýn
Italy, Rizzoli
Korea, Munhakdongne
Lithuania, Baltos lankos
Macedonia, Begemot

Netherlands, Bruna
Norway, gyldendal
Poland, smak slowa
Portugal, dom Quixote
Romania, trei
Russia, Ast
Serbia, laguna
Slovakia, Premedia
Spain, Penguin Random house
Sweden, lind
Turkey, Nemesis
UK, sandstone (World English)

Vinterstengt (Closed for Winter – Wisting Quartet Part I)

C R I M E  F I C T I O N

FilM Rights

Denmark, good Company Films

FilM Rights

Denmark, good Company Films



C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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A reality TV star is found murdered in an abandoned school building,

shot in the head with a bolt gun. Tied to a classroom chair, he’s been

positioned facing a corner of  the room with a dunce cap on his head. A

several pages long exam paper has been nailed to the back of  the chair.

Judging by the number of  wrong answers, the victim failed the most

important test of  his life.

The murder proves to be the first in a series of  killings targeting various media personalities,

and the Criminal Investigation Department is called in. They struggle to find evidence, but

Sebastian Bergman discovers clues in chat rooms and anonymous letters published in

newspapers. The writer of  the letters rails against the lack of  education among the new

generation’s role models, lingering just a bit too long on the murders. Sebastian challenges

the anonymous chatter, and it soon becomes clear that his faceless opponent has

information about the murders no one but the police – and the murderer – have access to.

In Those Who Failed, the fifth book in Hjorth & Rosenfeldt’s internationally bestselling series about Sebastian Bergman, Sebastian and

his team are faced with a complex and devious serial killer that will threaten the very existence of  the team.

Reading material: Swedish (405 pp) and German edition.

• No. 1 International Bestseller

• Selected by Dagens Nyheter as one of  the best crime novels of  2015

• More than 200 000 copies sold

Rights sold

Czech Republic, host
Denmark, hr Ferdinand
Finland, otava
France, Actes sud
Germany, Rowohlt
Netherlands, Cargo
Norway, Aschehoug
Poland, Czarna owca
Russia, Ast
Sweden, Norstedts

De underkända (Those Who Failed)

Hjorth & Rosenfeldt
MICHAEL HJORTH (b. 1963) and HANS ROSENFELDT (b. 1964) make up the celebrated

Swedish crime writing duo known as Hjorth & Rosenfeldt, authors of  the

internationally bestselling series about Psychological Profiler Sebastian Bergman,

which has sold more than 2 million copies and been translated into 30 languages.

Hjorth & Rosenfeldt are masters of  the genre, both being responsible for the

original Swedish hit television show Wallander, based on Henning Mankell’s books.

Rosenfeldt is the creator the most successful Swedish TV-series of  all time: The Bridge.

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5

THE  S EBA S T I AN  B ERGMAN  S ER I E S

“

FilM Rights

Sweden, tre vänner

With their fifth novel about psychological profiler
Sebastian Bergman, Those Who Failed, Michael Hjorth
and Hans Rosenfeldt prove that they can do more than
just entertain, and that they have the ability to embrace
their characters so that they become whole people with
good and bad sides, which is rare in the crime fiction
universe. These two authors, who both have written
scripts to Wallander and The Bridge, are adept at building
tension and tearing down vacuous everyday
generalizations. /…/ their writing is tight and they deliver
intense and effective suspense with dedication and insight.”

BeRliNgsKe tideNe (DENMARK)



C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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A series of  women are found brutally murdered in Stockholm and the

Criminal Investigation Department, led by Torkel Höglund, is getting

nowhere.

The murders are identical to those committed by Edward Hinde, the

serial killer whom psychological profiler Sebastian Bergman put behind

bars fifteen years ago. And there Hinde has remained, inside Lövhaga

maximum security prison.

Meanwhile, Sebastian himself  has found something to cling onto in life since he learned he has

a biological daughter. But even if  he wants nothing more than to tell her the truth, he knows

it could very well ruin her life and destroy whatever shred of  a relationship they have already.

Although he has left his work with the police, Sebastian forces his way into the

investigation. Before long, he comes to realise that the murders are connected in a way he

could never have imagined.

The Man Who Watched Women is the second installment in Hjorth & Rosenfeldt’s inter-

nationally bestselling series about Psychological Profiler Sebastian Bergman

Reading material: Swedish (494 pp) and English edition.

• International Bestseller

• The 15th most sold paperback of  2013 in Germany

Rights sold

Albania, dudaj
Australia, Murdoch
Bosnia and Herzegovina, sahinpasic
Bulgaria, eRA
Catalonia, Columna
China, eRC
Czech Republic, host
Denmark, hr Ferdinand
Estonia, helios
Finland, Bazar
France, Prisma
Germany, Rowohlt
Greece, Psichogios
Hungary, Animus
Iceland, Bjartur & veröld
Israel, Kinneret
Italy, einaudi
Japan, tokyo sogen
Korea, gachi-Changjo
Macedonia, Matica
Netherlands, Cargo
Norway, Aschehoug
Poland, Czarna owca
Portugal, Penguin Random house
Russia, Ast
Serbia, vulkan
Slovakia, ikar
Spain, Planeta
Sweden, Norstedts
Taiwan, global group
UK, Century
Vietnam, tre

Lärjungen (The Man Who Watched Women)

“

“
FilM Rights

Sweden, tre vänner

Hjorth and Rosenfeldt are able to create suspense and
maintain it over hundreds of  pages. Their luminous
characters evolve, their settings are developed with precision.
They always manage to create yet another unexpected twist.”

deR stANdARd (AUSTRIA)

One of  the best thrillers to come
out of  Sweden in recent years.”
die tAgesZeituNg (GERMANY)



Anne Holt
ANNE HOLT (b. 1958) is one of  Scandinavia’s most successful crime writers with seven million copies sold

around the world. Holt is a former Minister of  Justice, Police Attorney, lawyer, journalist, TV news editor

and anchor. Her novels are intelligent, accessible and suspenseful, with engaging and intriguing

protagonists. Tight-knit crime plots are paired with a focus on relational drama. Anne Holt is the author of

the Hanne Wilhelmsen series and the Inger Johanne Vik series, as well as the co-author of  the Sara

Zuckerman trilogy. She is the winner of  the Norwegian Booksellers’ Prize and the Riverton Prize, in

addition to being shortlisted for the edgar Award, the shamus Award and the Macavity Award.

C R I M E  F I C T I O N

In 2001, three year old Dina is killed in a tragic car accident. Not long

thereafter Dina’s mother dies under mysterious circumstances, and Dina’s

father Jonas is convicted of  her murder.  

In 2016, the cold case ends up on the desk of  Detective Henrik Holme, who

tries to convince his mentor Hanne Wilhelmsen that the father might have

been wrongly convicted. Holme and Wilhelmsen discover that the case could

be connected to the suicide of  an eccentric blogger as well as the kidnapping of  the grandson

of  a EuroJackpot millionaire.  

In Dust and Ashes is the tenth and final installment in Anne Holt’s successful series featuring

Police Detective Hanne Wilhelmsen. 

Reading material: Norwegian edition (379 pp).

• National Besteller

Rights sold

Denmark, gyldendal
Finland, gummerus
Germany, Piper
Italy, einaudi
Norway, vigmostad & Bjørke
Spain, Mondadori (World Spanish)

Sweden, Piratförlaget
UK, Corvus

I støv og aske (In Dust and Ashes)

“ Like a mash-up of  stieg larsson, Jeffery deaver and Agatha Christie”
dAilY MiRRoR (UK)

T H E  H A N N E  W I L H E L M S E N S E R I E S

FilM & tv Rights

Sweden, Miso
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C R I M E  F I C T I O N

During a snowy Christmas season in Norway, psychologist and profiler Inger

Johanne Vik finds not only her husband and herself  but also her autistic

daughter drawn into the investigation of  a number of  disturbing deaths. Her

husband, detective Yngvar Stubø, has been dispatched to Bergen to investigate

the shocking Christmas Eve murder of  local bishop Eva Karin Lysgaard. In

Oslo, the bodies keep turning up – though the causes of  death vary. But

before long, Inger starts noticing a pattern.

Fear Not is a thrilling crime novel that raises questions about religion, human rights, and the very

nature of  love itself. Anne Holt has the courage to go beyond conventional crime writing and

peppers the story with red-hot political issues, criticizing intolerance and revitalizing the genre.

Fear Not is the fourth installment in the Inger Johanne Vik series.

Reading material: Norwegian (500 pp) and English edition.

Rights sold

Bulgaria, emas
Denmark, gyldendal
Finland, gummerus
Germany, Piper
Italy, einaudi
Norway, vigmostad & Bjørke
Poland, Prószynski
Portugal, Bertrand
Romania, trei
Spain, Roca (World Spanish)

Sweden, Piratförlaget
UK, Corvus

Pengemannen (Fear Not)

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5

THE  J OHANNE  V I K S ER I E S

“ Anne Holt is Scandinavia’s answer to val Mcdermid, writing dark
and unsettling crime with more than a little wire in its blood.”

eveNiNg stANdARd (UK)

“ A genuinely puzzling and deeply unsettling thriller. Anne Holt is the
latest crime writer to reveal how truly dark it gets in Scandinavia.”

vAl MCdeRMid

• No. 1 International Bestseller

• Turned into a highly critically acclaimed TV-series produced by Miso Film in collaboration

with tv4 sweden, tv2 Norway, tv2 denmark, ZdF and Ruv. World sales are handled by

Fremantle international

• The TV-series will air on BBC Four (UK) during 2016

FilM & tv Rights

Sweden, Miso



C R I M E  F I C T I O N

In the trilogy that Swedish critics have hailed as “the best in the genre”

author duo Erik Axl Sund explore the darkest corners of  the human psyche.

Across three novels – merged into one explosive volume loaded with

suspense and astonishing twists – protagonists Jeanette Kilhberg and Sofia

Zetterlund chase an elusive and cruel killer, and struggle to come to terms

with themselves and their own dark secrets. Police Detective Jeanette

Kihlberg is in charge of  the investigation of  several murders of  unidentified victims that are

discovered across Stockholm over a period of  several months. All of  the victims show signs

of  torture. One of  them is a patient of  psychotherapist Sofia Zetterlund, which brings the

two women together. They soon develop a romantic relationship. Meanwhile Jeanette and her

colleagues realize that someone in power is trying to shut down the investigation, but Sofia

unofficially helps Jeanette produce a psychological profile of  the killer. At the same time, Sofia

is delving deeper into her own history and self-analysis, and uncovering memories and

experiences that are best kept hidden, even from Jeanette. The two women don’t know who

to trust as they get closer to the rotten core of  an evil conspiracy of  powerful individuals

guilty of  decades of  abuse and manipulation.

Reading material: Swedish editions (396 pp, 409 pp, 379 pp) and a merged Swedish edition

(900 pp) and English edition.

• No. 1 International Bestsellers

• The Crow Girl trilogy has sold more than 2 million copies in Europe

• The trilogy has been merged into one edition called The Crow Girl, published in the English

language world in 2016

• The Crow Girl trilogy was awarded the swedish Academy of  Crime writers’ special Award

2012 for “hypnotically captivating psychoanalysis in crime fiction form”

Kråkflickan (The Crow Girl)

Erik Axl Sund
ERIK AXL SUND is the pen name of  the Swedish author duo Jerker Eriksson (b.

1974) and Håkan Axlander Sundquist (b. 1965). Håkan has worked as a sound

engineer, musician and artist, and Jerker as the producer of  Håkan’s electro punk

band iloveyoubaby! and a prison librarian. The two are now full-time writers, but

also run an art gallery together. Erik Axl Sund is the author of  the highly praised

and bestselling trilogy about Victoria Bergman for which they were awarded the

swedish Academy of  Crime writers’ special Award 2012.
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This trilogy is likely the best thing to
have happened to Swedish crime
fiction tradition since stieg larsson.”

el MuNdo (SPAIN)“

Rights sold

Brazil, Companhia das letras
Bulgaria, era
Canada, Penguin Random house
Catalan, empúries
China, shanghai 99 (Simplified Chinese)

Croatia, Znanje
Czech Republic, euromedia
Denmark, lindhardt og Ringhof
Estonia, varrak
Finland, otava
France, Actes sud
Germany, goldmann
Greece, Psichogios
Hungary, libri Kiadó
Iceland, uppheimar
Israel, Keter
Italy, Corbaccio
Japan, Kodansha
Korea, Minumsa
Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC
Macedonia, heart Books
Netherlands, Cargo
Norway, Front
Poland, sonia draga
Portugal, Bertrand
Romania, RAo
Russia, Corpus
Serbia, samizdat
Slovakia, ikar
Slovenia, ucila
Spain, Mondadori (World Spanish)

Sweden, ordupplaget
Taiwan, locus (Complex Chinese)

Thailand, Matichon
Turkey, Pegasus
UK, harvill (UK & Commonwealth)

Ukraine, Folio
US, Knopf

FilM Rights

US, tomorrow studios



Arne Dahl

C R I M E  F I C T I O N

ARNE DAHL (b. 1963) is regarded as one of  the finest literary crime writers of  Scandinavia. An award-

winning author, critic and editor, Dahl is the creator of  the bestselling Intercrime series and Opcop quartet.

His books have sold more than 3 million copies, and been translated into 32 languages. For his eminent

authorship, Dahl has been awarded the premier crime writing awards of  Germany, Denmark and Sweden.

In 2016 he began his new series about detectives Sam Berger and Molly Blom.
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Ellen Savinger, 15, has been missing for three weeks. Sam Berger fears that

she has been taken by a serial killer, but few of  his colleagues at the

Stockholm police department are inclined to listen: if  there’s no body,

there’s no crime.

Sam then comes into contact with Nathalie, a woman who knows more than

she lets on about the series of  disappearances Sam is sure points to a repeat

kidnapper and killer. As he digs deeper into Ellen’s missing person’s case, a story with sinister

connections to Sam’s own life and past is unveiled. Soon the hunter becomes the hunted, and

in the badlands the truth of  a secret many want to keep hidden is awaiting discovery.

Fast-paced and hauntingly evocative, Watching You displays a new side of  Arne Dahl’s

internationally award-winning authorship. The first novel in a new series featuring detective

Inspector Sam Berger and Security Service infiltrator Molly Blom, Watching You lays the

groundwork for a crime fiction series operating outside the confinements of  traditional police

work, and that much closer to the victims – and killers.

Reading material: Swedish edition (384 pp) and full English translation.

• No. 1 International Bestseller

Rights sold

Bosnia & Herzegovina, sahinpasic
Croatia, Algoritam
Czech Republic, Mladá Fronta
Denmark, Modtryk
Estonia, eesti Raamat
Finland, into Kustannus
Germany, Piper
Italy, Marsilio
Netherlands, de geus
Norway, Cappelen damm
Poland, Czarna owca
Portugal, dom Quixote
Russia, Ast
Sweden, Albert Bonniers
UK, harvill secker

Utmarker (Watching You)

“The best Swedish crime fiction novel ever.”
sYdsveNsKA dAgBlAdet (SWEDEN)

“Brilliant visceral writing with terrific pace, this book grips you 
like a vice from the very first line and never lets you go.”

PeteR JAMes

“Arne Dahl is possibly the most thoughtful and playful contemporary 
Nordic crime writer. He also happens to be one of  the most thrilling.”

iAN RANKiN

“Arne Dahl is one of  the true greats of  Scandinavian crime fiction.”
MARK BilliNghAM

“Arne Dahl combines global intrigue with intelligence, suspense, and genuine literary quality.”
lARs KePleR



Late one summer night in 1983, a five-year-old boy disappears from a remote

ranch on the southern Swedish plains. The only trace he leaves behind is a shoe

out in the cornfields. Despite the joined efforts of  the community, the boy

remains missing and rumours and suspicions run wild. When the fumbling

investigation is finally closed, the sorrow and uncertainty cause the boy’s family to

slowly fall to pieces.

Twenty years later, the missing boy’s older sister Veronica is guiding a group therapy session in Stockholm. Suddenly a young man

joins the group and begins to share stories from his childhood, bewildering memories of  a boy’s disappearance. His story is

frighteningly familiar and unsettles Veronica. Reluctantly she is forced to put the fragile peace she has built at risk and return to

southern Sweden and the broken family she left behind. She must find the answer to the question everyone had turned away from.

What really happened that summer night? 

Reading material: Swedish edition (380 pp) and an English sample.

C R I M E  F I C T I O N

Rights sold

Czech Republic, euromedia
Netherlands, de geus
Norway, Aschehoug
Poland, Czarna owca
Sweden, Forum

Anders de la Motte
ANDERS DE LA MOTTE (b. 1971) made his debut in 2010 with [geim], which won the swedish Academy of

Crime writers’ ‘First Book Award’. He is a former police officer and was until recently Director of

Security at one of  the world’s largest IT companies. He is currently an International Security Consultant.

With his blend of  fast-paced suspense and humor, Anders de la Motte is one of  Sweden’s most exciting

and innovative new thriller writers. Anders de la Motte is the author of  six novels so far.

Slutet på sommaren (End of Summer)

“ Atmospheres are built, and are almost tangible. /…/ End
of  Summer is a rare crime fiction novel, well written,
engaging and melancholic. It can’t be put down, the plot
impresses, and the conclusion surprises. /…/ Last year,
Anders de la Motte received the award for 2015’s best
crime fiction novel. This book is just as brilliant.”

tARA (SWEDEN
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A crime fiction debutant with a literary
talent /…/ Bakkeid writes well and
with nuance. /…/ Bakkeid knows his
craft – he writes excellent dialogues
and is already an expert when it comes
to composing dark fictional universes
filled with unsolved mysteries.”

BeRgeNs tideNde (NORWAY)

“

The stormy season is fast approaching when former interrogation leader

Thorkild Aske is released from prison. Having served a three-year sentence

for manslaughter, Thorkild is a pariah among his colleagues: a cop gone bad,

like the men and women he himself  used to interrogate while still at the

Bureau for the Investigation of  Police Affairs. Wracked by guilt and

relentless physical pain, Thorkild lets himself  be persuaded to travel to a

small town in the remote North in order to find a missing young man, Rasmus Moritzen.

Supposedly gone missing while diving, Rasmus’ disappearance has been written off  as a

drowning accident by the local authorities. However the boy’s mother won’t rest till his body

has been returned to her. And so it becomes Thorkild’s job to find the young man, and wrest

him back from the sea. But the windswept island and abandoned lighthouse he finds himself

searching are hiding more secrets than just the location of  Rasmus’ remains. And as the winter storm whips the waves into a frenzy,

the body that is washed ashore isn’t that of  Rasmus, but a faceless young woman.

I Will Miss You Tomorrow is Heine Bakkeid’s first venture into crime fiction and the first book about former interrogation leader

Thorkild Aske. Bakkeid’s ability to couple the visually powerful elements found in Northern Norway’s natural landscape with a driven

and nuanced plot has resulted in a haunting debut work.

Reading material: Norwegian edition (352 pp) and full English translation.

Rights sold

Czech Republic, Plus
Denmark, lindhardt og Ringhof
Germany, Rowohlt
Hungary, scolar
Italy, giunti
Norway, Aschehoug
Poland, sonia draga
Russia, Ast
Slovakia, Premedia
Sweden, Massolit
Turkey, Beyaz Baykus

Jeg skal savne deg i morgen (I Will Miss You Tomorrow)

C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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Heine Bakkeid
HEINE BAKKEID (b. 1974) grew up in the rugged landscape of  Northern Norway, where mist-shrouded

waters meet some of  Scandinavia’s most striking mountain formations. Bakkeid made his literary debut in

2005 when he published a spy novel for young adults. Since then he has gone on to write several novels for

young readers. The acclaimed I Will Miss You Tomorrow is Bakkeid’s first venture into crime fiction, and has

earned him the critics’ recognition as a virtuoso of  darkly atmospheric suspense. The novel’s dark

undertones and windswept landscapes are fetched from Bakkeid’s own native North.



C R I M E  F I C T I O N

As a journalist, Annika Bengtzon has always been at the front line of

criminal reporting, alongside the investigating officers. And now a court

case that she’s been reporting on – the savage murder of  a homeless man –

has begun to attract a lot of  attention. With the stakes rising by the day,

Annika is once again flung to the heart of  a complex case. 

But nagging at the back of  her mind is her sister’s mysterious absence. After

a series of  anxious text messages, she’s not heard another word. In the midst of  a tense public

situation, Annika’s own complicated past looks set to rear its head.

The Final Word is a dark and violent thriller about relationships and atonement, identity and

revenge. It is the eleventh and concluding novel featuring crime reporter Annika Bengtzon.

Reading material: Swedish edition (400 pp).

• No. 1 International Bestseller

• More than 160 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

Rights sold

Canada, Penguin Random house
Denmark, Rosinante
Finland, otava
Germany, ullstein
Iceland, Forlagi∂
Italy, Marsilio
Netherlands, de geus
Norway, vigmostad & Bjørke
Poland, Czarna owca
Russia, Centropolygraph
Sweden, Piratförlaget
UK, transworld (UK & Commonwealth)

US, emily Bestler Books

Järnblod (The Final Word)

“

Liza Marklund
LIZA MARKLUND (b. 1962) revolutionized the modern Swedish police procedural in the late 90s with The

Bomber. It was the first installment in the Annika Bengtzon series, in which the protagonist’s hectic life as a

crime reporter and mother of  two provides the framework for suspenseful crime stories. The debut novel

quickly established the author as a worldwide bestseller, and Marklund has since sold 15 million copies in

more than 30 languages and topped the New York Times bestseller list. Liza Marklund is an author, journalist,

columnist and co-owner of  Sweden’s third biggest publishing house, Piratförlaget.

T H E  A N N I K A  B E N G T Z O N S E R I E S
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FilM Rights

Sweden, Yellow Bird

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10

Liza Marklund is in a league of  her own thanks to her intelligent stories, her
confident writing and her radical view on society. There is no doubt about it.”

heNNiNg MANKell

#11
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Kristina Ohlsson is back with an intriguing new voice and protagonist in a

thrilling diptych that goes to the darkest depths of  society. In Lotus Blues,

Ohlsson turns her eye to the sleek but venomous world of  lawyering, where

some of  Sweden’s sharpest women and men vie for prestige, money, and

power. Life spells posh and sexy –– but for Martin Benner, a defense

attorney at the very top of  his profession as well as his social sphere, the

polished exterior is about to buckle under a case brought by the mysterious Bobby T, who

needs his help vindicating his sister Sara and finding her lost son, Mio. The only problem is,

Sara is a self-confessed killer who recently took her own life after escaping custody. Her son

has accordingly been written off  as just another victim by the authorities and the media. But

as Martin starts pulling at loose ends, he finds himself  pulled headlong into a case that will transform the lives of  everyone around

him. In his pursuit of  truth, he will learn that no matter how well we suppress our past, it can always catch up, pull our dreams out of

reach, and ultimately destroy us.

Reading material: Swedish edition (434 pp).

• International Bestseller 

• More than 120 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

Rights sold

Czech Republic, Zlin
Denmark, Modtryk
Finland, wsoY
Germany, Blanvalet
Hungary, Animus
Iceland, Forlagi∂
Norway, gyldendal
Poland, Prószynski
Sweden, Piratförlaget
UK, simon & schuster

Lotus Blues (Lotus’ Blues – Martin Brenner Part I)

Where is Mio? The question won’t allow Martin Benner any peace of  mind.

He has been dragged into the pursuit of  the missing four-year-old against

his will. Martin also needs to figure out who’s trying to frame him for

murders he didn’t commit. Investigators are closing in on him, and time is

running out. Meanwhile, the bodies continue to pile up. The people with

whom Martin has shared his story begin to die, one by one. Martin’s

paranoia only grows worse, and he doesn’t know who to trust anymore. The clues point in the

most implausible direction. It gradually becomes clear that the identity of  the killer and that

of  Mio’s kidnapper are one and the same. Martin realizes that he cannot save both Mio and

himself. He has to choose.

Mio’s Blues is the second and final part of  Kristina Ohlsson’s heart-stopping diptych about Martin Benner. 

Reading material: Swedish edition (400 pp).

• National Bestseller 

• More than 80 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

Rights sold

Czech Republic, Zlin
Denmark, Modtryk
Finland, wsoY
Germany, Blanvalet
Hungary, Animus
Iceland, Forlagi∂
Norway, gyldendal
Poland, Prószynski
Sweden, Piratförlaget
UK, simon & schuster

Mios Blues (Mio’s Blues – Martin Brenner Part II)

c k a r eT I N  B E N N E R - d eE n  M A R

Kristina Ohlsson
KRISTINA OHLSSON (b. 1979) is one of  Sweden’s most successful authors of  crime fiction and children’s

books. Before becoming a full-time writer in 2012, Kristina worked for the OSCE (the Organization for

Security and Co-operation in Europe), the Swedish Security Service, and the Ministry of  Foreign Affairs.

Her crime novels about Fredrika Bergman have repeatedly been shortlisted for the swedish Academy of

Crime writers’ Award for ‘Best Crime Novel of  the Year’, and featured prominently on bestseller lists

around the world. Kristina Ohlsson has rapidly established herself  as a highly popular author with a broad

fan base of  adults as well as children.
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Roslund & Hellström
THE MUCH PRAISED AND INTERNATIONALLY BESTSELLING crime writing duo Roslund

& Hellström – award-winning journalist Anders Roslund (b. 1961) and ex-criminal

Börge Hellström (b. 1957) – are widely regarded as the true successors to the

legendary sjöwall & wahlöö. The brutal realism and pungent social criticism of

their stories, paired with entertaining action, place Roslund & Hellström, winners of

the glass Key, the swedish Academy of  Crime writers’ Award and the CwA

international dagger, in a league of  their own on the Nordic crime writing scene.

Three years later and Piet Hoffman is still on the run with his family: his

beloved wife Sofia, from whom he can no longer hide the truth, and his

sons, Hugo and Rasmus. Far away from his old haunts in Sweden, Piet has

infiltrated the heart of  a cocain cartel on a mission for the American police.

There he’ll be reunited with Police Detective Ewert Grens. This time,

however, they’ll be fighting on the same side.

Three Minutes is the second installment in the Piet Hoffman trilogy.

Reading material: Swedish edition (460 pp) and full English translation.

• No. 1 National Bestseller 

Tre minuter (Three Minutes – Piet Hoffman Part II)
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Rights sold

Estonia, eesti Ramaat
Finland, wsoY 
France, Fayard
Iceland, Bjartur & veröld
Italy, einaudi
Netherlands, de geus
Norway, Cappelen damm
Sweden, Piratförlaget
UK, Quercus
US, Quercus

FilM Rights

US, shine

Three Minutes is just as thrilling as Three Seconds. And as is
always the case with books by Roslund & Hellström, it is
so much more than a page-turner of  a crime fiction novel.
/.../ Three Minutes is this summer’s must-read crime fiction
novel – or more simply put, it’s an obligatory read.”

sKåNsKA dAgBlAdet (SWEDEN)

“
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An informant is caught between the police he works for, the ruthless

criminal organisation he infiltrates, and the family he loves. Set in present-

day Stockholm, the story revolves around Piet Hoffman – the most

successful infiltrator ever to work for the Swedish police. Moving up in the

hierarchy of  a Polish crime organization, the threat to Hoffman’s life grows

parallel with his ability to stop the organization’s expansion. His mission: to

infiltrate Sweden’s most infamous maximum-security prison. His dilemma: to survive and fail,

or to risk his life and succeed.

Three Seconds is the first installment in the Piet Hoffman trilogy.

Reading material: Swedish (592 pp) and English edition.

• No. 1 International Bestseller 

• No. 8 New York Times Bestseller

• top 10 bestseller in Italy, Canada, Sweden and the US

• 440 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

• Awarded the swedish Academy of  Crime writers’ Award 2009 for ‘Best Crime Novel’

• Awarded the CwA international dagger 2011

• Awarded the swedish great Readers’ Prize 2009

• Awarded the Japanese Readers’ Award 2013 for ‘Best Translated Crime Novel’

• Awarded the Platinum Pocket Award 2009 for ‘Outstanding Paperback Sales’

• Shortlisted for the Barry Award 2011 for ‘Best Novel of  The Year’

• Shortlisted for the glass Key 2010

Tre sekunder (Three Seconds – Piet Hoffman Part I)

The thin line that separates such truth and lies is a theme reverberating throughout
Three Seconds and drives an explosive plot twist and coverup… [The] novel’s savage
dissection of  societal and government corruption make Three Seconds a nerve-
jangling ride and perhaps a kissing cousin of  stieg larsson’s novels.

los ANgeles tiMes (US)
“

[A] sprawling and often gripping thriller /…/ The gritty details of  drug dealing,
of  prison life and of  the relations between cops and informants are all rendered
with convincing authority in Three Seconds. And in Ewert Grens /…/ the authors
have created an eccentric, alienated, socially inept hero worthy of  comparison
with Swedish mystery master henning Mankell’s Inspector Kurt Wallander.

wAll stReet JouRNAl (US)

“

Rights sold

China, straits (Simplified Chinese)

Czech Republic, euromedia
Estonia, eesti Ramaat
Finland, wsoY 
France, Fayard
Iceland, Bjartur & veröld
Israel, sela
Italy, einaudi
Japan, Kadokawa
Netherlands, de geus
Norway, Cappelen damm
Romania, trei
Sweden, Piratförlaget
UK, Quercus
US, Quercus

FilM Rights

US, shine



T H E  M A R T I N  B E C K S E R I E S

IF ANY CRIME NOVELS DESERVE to be called modern classics, it is the ten police

procedurals about Martin Beck and his colleagues. With them, the Swedish author

duo Maj Sjöwall (b. 1935) and Per Wahlöö (1926-1975) virtually created the modern

detective novel. Their imitators are innumerable. The decalogue of  Sjöwall &

Wahlöö, written in the 60s and 70s, is nothing less than the Holy Grail of

Scandinavian crime fiction, a chronicle of  the painful creation of  modern society. 

Sjöwall & Wahlöö

C R I M E  F I C T I O N

Rights sold

Brazil, Record
Denmark, Modtryk
France, Rivages
Germany, Rowohlt
Israel, Keter
Italy, sellerio
Japan, Kadokawa
Korea, Munhakdongne
Netherlands, lebowski
Romania, Allfa
Russia, eksmo
Spain, RBA (World Spanish)

Sweden, Piratförlaget
UK, Fourth estate
US, vintage (incl. Canada)
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“A superb series of  thrillers.”
lee Child

“One of  the most authentic, gripping and profound collections of  police procedurals ever accomplished.”
MiChAel CoNNellY

“Sjöwall and Wahlöö, beside writers such as Raymond Chandler, dashiell hammett and georges
simenon, have shaped the genre and the readers’ expectations as to what crime fiction should be.”

Jo NesBø

“One of  the series that most inspired me. /…/ They changed the genre. Whoever is 
writing crime fiction after these novels is inspired by them in one way or another.”

heNNiNg MANKell

FilM Rights

Sweden, Another Park Film

• Introductions to all ten books available from: 

Jo Nesbø, Michael Connelly, Jonathan Franzen, dennis lehane, henning Mankell, val Mcdermid, lee Child, Arne dahl,

lars Kepler, åsa larsson, liza Marklund, Jens lapidus, Roslund & hellström, leif  gw Persson and Anne holt

• Film rights to all ten books sold to Another Park Film with tomas Alfredson attached to direct Roseanna

Critics have called

the ten Martin Beck

novels among the

best in modern

crime  fiction. Trans-

lated into 35 lan-

guages, they have

sold an estimated

ten million copies.

edgar Award win-

ning author duo Per

Wahlöö and Maj

Sjöwall had an ambitious goal: to record the course of  society’s development over a decade.

Beginning in 1965, they wrote one 30-chapter mystery every year for ten years. The ten books

combined were meant to be read as one long 300-chapter novel that amounted to a dissection of

Swedish society. 

Reading material: Swedish and English editions.



Persson is more authentic than stieg larsson…
With this amazing novel, Persson proves himself
to be a significant voice, classic yet original, on
the overly-exhausted Scandinavian crime fiction
scene. A blend of  tradition and innovation.”

lA RePuBBliCA (ITALY)

“

The Sea Scout Edvin is put ashore on the island of  Ofärdsön to look for

mushrooms. Instead, he finds a half-buried skull.

Despite Edvin only being ten years old, he knows just what to do. Stuffing

the skull into a plastic bag, he runs off  from the Scout camp and heads

straight home to his neighbor – Detective Evert Bäckström.

Can One Die Twice? is the fourth installment in the Evert Bäckström series.

Reading material: Swedish edition (492 pp).

• National Bestseller

• First print-run: 115 000 copies

Rights sold

Czech Republic, Moba
Denmark, Modtryk
Germany, Btb
Italy, Marsilio
Russia, Centrepolygraph
Slovakia, Marencin
Sweden, Albert Bonniers

Kan man dö två gånger? (Can One Die Twice?)

T H E  BÄC K S T RÖ M  S E R I E S

#1 #2 #3 #4
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Leif GW Persson
THE CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED and immensely popular Leif  GW Persson (b. 1945) chronicles the political

and social development of  modern society in his dark, complex and humorous crime novels, in which

the social realism of  a Balzac or a dickens blends with the hard-boiled street lingo of  a James ellroy,

along with dry-witted sarcasm and an unparalleled knack for satire. One of  the most successful Swedish

writers of  all time and a three-time recipient of  the swedish Academy of  Crime writers’ Award,

Persson has also won the glass Key, the danish Academy of  Crime writers’ Award, and the

Finnish Academy of  Crime writers’ Award.

FilM Rights

Sweden, Yellow Bird
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The Thirst continues the story of  #1 bestseller Police, Harry Hole’s last outing in

2013, which saw the maverick cop protecting those closest to him from a killer

wreaking revenge on the police. The Thirst will see Harry drawn back to the

Oslo police force when a serial killer begins targeting Tinder daters with a

signature killing method that leads Harry on the hunt of  a nemesis from his past.

Reading material: Norwegian manuscript (600 pp).

Rights sold

Arab World, Arab scientific
Brazil, Record
Bulgaria, emas
Canada, Random house
Catalan, Proa
Croatia, Fokus
Czech Republic, Zlin
Denmark, Modtryk
Estonia, varrak
Finland, Johnny Kniga
France, gallimard
Germany, ullstein
Greece, Metaixmio
Hungary, Animus
Iceland, Forlagi∂
Israel, Babel
Italy, einaudi
Korea, viche
Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC
Lithuania, Baltos lankos
Netherlands, Cargo
Norway, Aschehoug
Poland, dolnoslaskie
Portugal, dom Quixote
Russia, inostranka
Slovakia, ikar
Slovenia, didakta
Spain, Mondadori (World Spanish)

Sweden, Albert Bonniers
Taiwan, Azoth (Complex Chinese)

Thailand, welearn
UK, harvill secker
US, Knopf

Tørst (The Thirst)

“ Jo Nesbø is my new favorite thriller 
writer and Harry Hole my new hero.”

MiChAel CoNNellY

JO NESBØ (b. 1960) is the author of  the critically acclaimed and internationally bestselling crime series

featuring Police Detective Harry Hole, and he is also the author of  several stand-alone novels and the

Doctor Proctor series of  children’s books. Translated into over 50 languages, Nesbø’s novels have sold

more than 30 million copies world wide. He is the recipient of  countless international awards and is

universally hailed as one of  the finest crime writers in the world. 

Jo Nesbø

• The eleventh novel in the Harry Hole series

• Publication date: March 21st, 2017

T H E  H A R R Y  H O L E S E R I E S

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10

FilM Rights

US, universal/working title
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